TheraPlate Revolution

REHABILITATION
PHYSICAL THERAPY &
SPORTS CONDITIONING

PROGRAM FOR HORSES, HUMANS & PETS

"I first used the TheraPlate on my show horses. It was easy to take to shows and set up. They came off it feeling relaxed, feeling loose and warmed up. I stand on it before big classes to keep me feeling good and have added it to the therapy program on my rehab horses. My vets have fallen in love with it!"

- Hope Glynn

BENEFITS:

- Increases Circulation
- Increases Muscle Mass & Bone Density
- Reduces Swelling & Inflammation
- Improves Joint Health & Function
- Faster Healing & Relieves Pain
- Use for Warm Up and Cool Down to Help Reduce Injuries

BEFORE

AFTER 10 MINUTES OF USE

Long-term consistent use builds stronger, faster horses that are less prone to injuries. Use on stall rested horses to maintain muscle mass during recovery. Take to shows to help combat the rigors of travel, added stall time and high level athletic competition.

FREE DEMONSTRATIONS

DISTRIBUTOR: JESSICA LYMAN
jessica@traumhofdressage.com
206-300-8702